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Lawrence Oerkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
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ABSTnACT 

The Berkeley Remote Facility (BnF) system -- affected through a system of teletype 
teminals linked to the LBL computers -- has been used to solve a large number of magnetic
field problems associated with the design and analysis of superconducting beam-transport 
magnets. The linitations of the BRF system are severe: total storage, 1000; 10 subscripted 
variables; no integer or complex arithmetic; no function or subroutine subprograms except 
those in its Spartan 1 ibrary; and a pidgin Fortran language. HOI,ever, for fully 90% of our 
computational work, the low IQ of the BRF has been more than counter-balanced by its bein~ 
on-line. The C1agnets I,e build have a long cylindrical aperture surrounded by arrays of 
longitudinal superconducting wires and iron arranged to produce a transverse field of pre
scribed shape, unifom field s for bending high energy charged particle beams, and quadrupole 
fields for focusing. The field in the aperture is expressed, usually, in terms of the 
coefficients of the Taylor's expansion -- the "multfpole coefficients". Point values of the 
field vector are also of interest, expecially within the windings, as the magnitude of the 
field determines the allowable current. f1any small programs have been ·developed to analyze 
both the two- and three- dimensional fields produced by various kinds of arrays of conductors. 
Some programs have the ability to vary a number of geometric parameters automatically in 
such a way as to drive the same number of multipole coefficients to zero. The on-line feature · 
is especially handy, as such iterative calculations r.1ust often be cajoled into convergence. 

rrHROOUCTION 

Particle accelerators employ electroClag
nets to steer and confine the particle beam. 
Recently, considerable attention has been de
voted to the study and development of supercon
ducting magnets for accelerators, and for the 
experimental beam lines external to the accel
erators. Superconducting r.1agnets have already 
been used on experimental beam lines, but they 
have not yet been utilized in an accelerator. 
We are currently designing the magnets for a 
small accelerator and storage ring, the Exper
imental Superconducting Accelerator Ring 
(ESCAR), which probably Vlill be the first such 
machine to employ superconducting main-ring 
ele~nts. . 

In 1969, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
designed an interactive computer system -- a 
somel,hat mentally retarded system of quite 
1 imi ted cap"bil ity, but ·one that was wi 11 i ng 
and eager -- called the BRF (Berkeley nemote 
Facility). Since the inception of that system, 
I have used it almost to the exclusion of LBL's 
sophisticated-but-clumsy batch-processing 
system for solving the various magnet engin-

eering problems I have encountered. 

IIhile there are many kinds of engineering 
problems associated I,ith superconducting mag
nets; I will confine the discussion to the pre
diction of the magnetic fields produced by 
the kinds of superconducting magnets used in 
accelerators, and the inverse problem of de
signing a magnet to produce a particular mag
netic field shape. 

THE BRF SYSTEM 

The BRF system is a mini-computer sub
set of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory CDC 
6600/7600 complex. A Teletype terminal 
serves as the input/output device, and 
operation is interactive. The programing 
language is a pidgin Fortran. All arith
metic is done in floating · point. Singly or 
doubly subscripted arrays can be specified; 
the maximum nunber of words that can be 
stOl'ed in arrays is 1000. Only 10 subscript
ed variables nay be used. The maximum num
ber of variable names, including simple 
variables, subscripted variables, and num
erical constants, is 60. Input and output 
formats are fixed. Jumps can be accomplish

* Uork supported by U.S. lItomic Energy Coo~ission ed only via ~O, GO TO XX, of IF( ••• )GO TO 
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XX statements. StateMent functions and 
subroutines are not permitted, with the 
excepti on of tl'/O 1 i bra ry subrouti nes: one 
for matrix multiplication, the other for · 
matrix inversion. Both are limited to 
matrices of size 10 x 10. A limited num
ber of library functions are available. 

IIhile its liClitations are severe, those 
1ir"itations are far outl'/eighed, for many 
purposes, by its handiness. Storage, re
trieva1, and modification of proclrallls are ;e. 
rapidly affected. Irany of the ORF syste",' s 
liabilities appear as assets from a differ
ent viewpoint: one is denied the freedom to 

·specify input and output formats, but on 
the other hand, one is not required to 

·specify them. Uhile the BRF system is a 
.unique one, it is · sOClewhat representative 
of many of the mini-computers that stand on 
the mi dd1 e ground oetl,een the pocket cal cu-
1ator and the super-colllPuter 

IIi th such severe 1 lOlita t ions, one can 
scarcely afford the l ·uxury of sloppy pro
graming. One cannot store vast arrays of 
numbers, then print out the whole mess at 
the end. Instead, one is ·often forced to 
print results as they are generated so that 
the stora~e arrays can be used again. Since 
the printing rate is not exactly "fcst", 
one seldom prints out garbage he doesn't 
need. On the other hand, one rlust some
times re-calculate a quantity simply be
cause there is no name left by whi ch to 
address it, and no pidgeon hole left in 

·which to store it. 

But, when one must resort to tricky 
and time-consuming programing to circumvent 
the inherent deficiencies of the system, it 
is long past time to revert to batch pro
cessing, or application of a rlore sophisti
cated (and perhaps clumsy) interactive sys
tem. Even under those conditions, it is 
often profitable to de-bug subsets of a 
large program on a system such as the BRF. 

1·1AGNETI C F I ELOS 

KIUOS OF 11AGIIETS 

The particular kinds of magnets under 
consideration are generally cylindrical and 
have a large ratio of length to transverse 
dimension. The magnetic field is trans
verse, not axial as in a solenoid. The 
I.i ndi ng is placed close to the aperture 
I,here it will have the greatest effect. 
Since superconductill9 magnets have high 
field strengths, iron situated near the 
aperture would saturate and do little good, 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of 
coil fop a dipole magnet. 

so the iron flux return path is placed out
side the winding . The quality of the mag
netic field is dominated by the positioning 
of the coils and is only secondarily affect
ed by the placement and shaping of the iron. 
Figure 1 shows, scher"atically, a winding 
for such a filagnet and defi nes the coordi na te 
system. Such a winding produces a vertical 
magnetic field: a "dipole!! field, in the 
jargon Cif the trade. Fi gure 2 shows the 
coil structure for a magnet built in our 
development laboratory. Figure 3 shows the 
pattern of flux lines characteristic of a 
quadrupole magnet 

Fig. 2. Coil fop smatt llupepconduct
ing d-ipoZe mUfPze't. 
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Fig. 3. CrOBS seation of quadr upoZe 
IOOgnet having thin winding with aos 26 

. current distribution. 

rlAGflETIC FIELD REPRESEfiTATlDN 

The magnet user is concerned with the 
characteristics of the magnetic field in 
the magnet aperture. The magnetic field 
can be represented in several ways. One 
representation is a two- or three- dimen
sional map of the magnetic field vector. 
A more useful representation is a map of 
the deviation of the local field vector 
from some specified ideal field distribu
tion. Vet another representation -- a 
rather fashionable one -- is to express 
either the two-dimensional field, or an 
Integral form of the three-dimensional 
field, by the coefficients of a series. 
For a two-dimensional field, this series 
takes the form: 

where 

-e.,. (r,9){ c. (r4o)'" .i"(("-~ 9. "'.) 
ft.' 

(1) 

r,e .. cooruillatt:s of ~oint at w:,;c;' 
field is evaluated. 

Bx,By = cartesian components of the 
field vector. 

p = arbitrary normalizing radius. 

= a phase angle. 

E "multipole coefficient"; the 
magnitude of the field vector 
'at radius r = p. 

• 

FIELD CALCULATION 

Usually the Iilagnet user wants a magnet 
tha t produces a pure, say, "quadrupole" 
field (n = 2). The allOl'/ab1e aberrations 
are usually expressed in terms of the allow
able values of the mu1tipo1e coefficients 
other than the des i red one, or some combi n-
at ion of them (such as th~ sum of the abso
lute values). To determine the rnultipole 
coefficients of the field, one sOllletimes 
calculates a map of the 0 vector (or its 
scalar or vector potential) and then, using 
some fitting technique, determines the mu1-
tipo1e coefficients. More often, mu1tipo1e 
coefficients can be calculated directly. For 
'example, for a single filament perpendicular 
to the x,y plane, carrying a current I, and 
'surrounded by a cylinder of infinitely permea
ble iron, the mu1tipo1e coefficients are: 

C.'1ii' p.' (,- (aM'·) d" co. "'" ( 2 ) 

where: ~o = permeability of free space. 

a,~ = conductor coordinates. 

b = radi'lS to the inside of the 
iron. 

This equation can be integrated analytical
ly for various simple configurations: for 

,example, a thick or thin cy1 indrica1 shell 
of finite angular extent, having a uniform 
current density, or one which varies sinu
soidally. 110re often the integration is 
performed numerically. 

The fields in the end regions of the 
magnets are certainly not two dimensional. 
Ilowever, cons i der the fo 11 owi ng integra 1 s 
of the field: 

iB,.dZ, iB. dz -- --
where the integration is performed along 
lines parallel to the z-axis. It is mathe
matically legitimate to express such fields 
in terms of equations having the form of 
Eq. (1) but with the field components re
placed by the corresponding integrals; the 
field integrals are tWO-dimensional. 

Furthermore, Mother flature has provid
ed us ~/ith a convenient law: the field in
tegrals bear the same relationship to sim
ilarly defined current integrals as the 
fields bear to the currents in the two-di
mensional case. The contribution of a 
,small current element to the mu1tipo1e co-
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:efficients representing the field integrals 
·is obtained sirllply by replacing I in Eq. (2) 
by I dl, "here dl is the length of the pro
jection of the current elenent on the l

axis. Often the integrals of the three
dimensional field are of greater interest 
to the magnet user than the details of the 
field. It is a great convenience to be 
able to calculate those integl"als directly 
using simple two-dimensional methods. 

MAGIIET DESIGII 

THE PROCEDURE 

One can usually adjust some of the 
parameters of the coil configuration to 
minimize the deviations of the magnetic 
field from some desired field distribution. 
The desired field distribution is usually 
one corresponding to a particular multipole 
coefficient -- ·a pure quadrupole field, for 
example. The magnitude of all other multi
pole coefficients is, ideally, lero. One 

·design procedure is to adjust the coil 
parameters to make a certain number of 
multipole coefficients exactly zero. The 
number that can be reduced to zero is equal 
to the number of parameters that can be 
varied. 

Let xl,x2,x3 represent the initial 
values of three adjustable parameters, and 
Cl' C2, C3 represent the initial values of 
t~ree multipole coefficients that are to 
be reduced to lero. (Here, the subscripts 
of C are simply serial numbers, not harrnonic 
order indexes.) The changes in the multi
pole coefficients caused by changes in the 
values of x may be approximated by three 
simultaneous equations of the form 

fIe solve the set of simultaneous equa
tions -- or in classier language, we invert 
the matrix -- to obtain the values of 6x. 
Then as a second approximation we try 
values X'j = Xj + 6x .• (Sir Isaac rlewton 
kne .. about this.) Fohunately, the BRF 
system's crowning glory is a matrix inver
sion subroutine. 

For two-dimensional fields, '·,e adjust 
the coil positions, in the x,y plane, or 
the currents. lJe can also adjust the len
gths of the coil elements to reduce certain 
multipole coefficients of the field inte
grals to lero. In the latter case, the 
equations are linear, so the solution is 

. . . : 

obtained upo·n the first iteration. Occa
sionally, however, the mathematical "solu
tion" requires coil sections that overlap. 

All APPLICATION 

Figure 4 shows the cross section· of ·a 
magnet having coils in the form of rectan
gular blocks of conductors. A quadrupole 
magnet is illustrated, but the program is 

l
apPlicable to multipole magnets of any 
order. 

Fig. 4. CraBS section of ope poZ. 9! 
a quadrupole magnet~ a preli"~nary 
design for ESCAR. 

The initial configuration is an approx
imation to a known ideal one. We will hold 
the positions of the larger current blocks 
fixed and change the an~ular positions of 
the other blocks, in symmetrical fashion, 
according to the iterative procedure out
lined earlier. The program will work for 
at least 10 current blocks per half pole. 

The conductors of real magnets are not 
infinitesimal filaments, of course, but for 
the purpose at hand the finite conductor 
may be represented adequately by a single 
filament or, at most, a few filaments. 
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Such l:1agnets often have the type of 
symmetry illustrated in Fig. 5. For a set 
of filaments arranged with the kind of 
symmetry shown, Eq. (2) yields: 

c.- 2W.lp" [I+~/I:»"'J a-·cos .. <f> 

for n - m (I. '.5 •... ), "lid 

C. - 0 for.,. '" (1.1.5 •.•• ) 

(4) 

where m is the number of pole pairs. So, 
by calculation of the multipole coeffi
cients for the conductors associated with 
one-half of one pole, we obtain the field 
characteristics for the entire l:1agnet. 

-+-
o ./ 
N~ I ",~ 

I 0 N 

el0 
5 

Fig. 5. Sa:r:tupoZe al'l'Qy of curl'ent 
filaments, one filament pal' half pole, 
having "folding ll synrnetpy . 

At this point we would be tempted 
simply to calculate the contribution df 
each filament in each current block to each 
multipole coefficient, then add them. Each 
iteration of the calculation, after each 
block is moved a small aP.lOunt, would re
quire a complete recalculation. 

However, there are computional and 
conceptual advantages to representing the 
angle $ as the sum of two angles , a and 8, 
where 8 is the position of a reference line 
for each block, and a is the angle of the 
filament from the reference line. For a 
block of filaments having a radial center
line, as in the present case, there are 
further advantages to letting the center
line be the reference line. The final form 
is: 

C. - 4mM.l p··'l[ [Ha/~"I'i"co, IU1 (S) 
11 , 

,1 p,.(a/b)'"la"lcosne 

where r J is summed over one member of 
each symmetrical pair, and rlJ is summed 
over each filament lying on the block 
centerl ine. I~ml, when a block is moved, 
all .that changes is cos nO; the time-con
sumi ng sUlTlfla ti on rema i flS unchanged. 

The DRF program that performs the 
calculation is described in the Appendix. 
An example of its application -- a quadru
pole magnet for the ESCAR ring -- is pre
sented. In this particular application 
the total memory used for all simple var
iables, all subscripted variables, and all 
constants built into the program is about 
300 words, and most of those are associated 
~Iith the calculation of up to 15 multipole 
coefficients for the final design after the 
block positions have been optimized. 

APPENDIX 

The program illustrated applies to the 
kind of magnet shown in cross section in 
Fig. 4. The program is applicable to mag
nets having any number of pole pairs and 

,any number of coil rectangles. 

The program varies the angular posi
tions of'all of the conductor rectangles 
associated with a half pole except one, in 

·order to reduce certain multipole coeffi
.cients of the field to zero. Then the pro
·gram calculates the angular positions of 
the inner corners of the coil rectangles 

. to indicate "hether the "solution" requires 
rectangles that overlap. 

Fia. 6. Nomenclature f Oll i-th CUI'pcnt 

bloek au uBed in the BRF program. 
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NQr.1EflCLATURE (See Fig. 6) 

In2ut 

NHARM 

Data 

Number of multipole 
to be determined 

coefficients 

TIIETA(!) Initial angle of block centerline ' 

DCON Depth of Conductor 

WCOfl Uidth of conductor 

HD(I) Depth of block in units of DCerl 

Nl~(I ) Uidth of block in units of HCON ~' 

RIN Inside radius of coils 

CUR Current in each conductor 

SCALE Scaling factor, see program list 

RrlORM Arbitrary normalizing radius, p 

NPAIR 

Out2ut Data 

Nurl1ber of pairs of poles, OJ 

I 
THETA (I ) Final angle of block centerline 1 

NITER rlumber of iterations 

CC(l) 1,1u It i po 1 e coefficient of order 
IIPAIR, Col 

CC(I) Normalized multipole coefficient, 
Cn/Cm' n = 21-1 

ALF Angular coordinate of inner cor-
ner of block 

. p"'1 [,.(n/b)'"]a-"co5 ria, 
11 , 

l +4, [[r'(./b)'"Jd"jcoslle 

"Lr-J 
CN~l 

FE.j:AC 

OUM 

CCC 

C(I,L) 

• • LI. . . . . .. , .... . 

PROGRAM LIST 

OETE.~MII'>J€.c) T\-4E 
PPc>Pe.RTLE~ OF E,AC\-\ 
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'XEQI 
·BEGIN XEQ 
ENTER ••• DCON* WCO~# CUR, SCALE, 

.062 •• 034.500 •• 02541 

OUTPUT 

ENTER ••• RIN. ~~~fu~. RIRON. NPAIR.~ 
3.8.2.66.6.3.21 .-r i:oNDUCiDa, ?17~. or FO~ II\.ICHr::.~. 

DCONR 0.062 VC~N~ 0.1334 CURD 500.0 SCALE- 0.0254 
, RINa 3.8 fu~ORM~ 2.66 RIRO~~ 6.3 NPAIR~ 2.0 
ENT).:" ••• NHARM. 'll.. p '- b "- F'O~ QUA.D\4Ui't?l£. 

101 -.:..:...: 11V'?IOe. ~AD. MIl.6.ri-Je.T. 
ENTER.... NO, 

8.8.81 
ENTER... Ni" 

32.16.81 
ENTER... THETA. 

6.32.22.331 LA'! EP,-S AcIVO TVI2/J'S (-1::12-
ND 8.000000 8.13013000 8.000000 }5 L..r.>-'IC:::!2. ltV E.I>..C\-\ g~. 
NW 32.0001313 16.013000 8.0000013 
THETA 8.32"000 22.00000 33.00000- ?TA~TI"-lC, ANqLE.? 
NITER~ 5.13 1 n::~.c>..TIOI0S. 

THETA 6.32il1300 22.66234 3'hI4813- r-INt>.L J>..f\)6,L!:::.'?~ 
CC(I)~ 2.13561376 FUNOAII1IS10,l>.LM'POL£ C.OEF. 

CC 1.013130aO -4.44E-16 -1.IIS-16 -1.74E-04 -4.2DE-05~ 
CC -3.49E-05 -2.41l':-05 6.136;;:-136 2.90E-07 -2.59E-137 J<- I\IDr4MALI'ZEP 

ALF" 0.17301118} l"7T e,W<.1<\ M'POLE. COE.f'S. 
ALFa 16.4669888 
ALFD 18.5681528} 2ND 
ALF- 26.7565305 
ALFa 32.13984174'1. 7 g0 

P.>LOc.I4 1"-1-> I DE CO!2,NE.1< A.N&Le:s .. 
PHEW! NO Olle~LA.ps! 

ALF= 36.197839~3~1~ ___ -/ 

ENTER ... NHARM. ~ rr'~ FU N , DO , IT A.G..A.I r-J. ! 




